HMT Creative

CREATING BRAND IDENTITY
FOR GAME CHANGING BRANDS
We translate brand strategy into creative execution for food and health brands, and we
create positioning lead design that pushes purpose to make a local impact with a global
connection.
You get a speed to precision journey that follows a step-by-step decision making process
that is open, transparent and strongly positioning lead. We utilize supporting tools from
the HMT toolbox and methodology to ensure the implementation of the brand strategy
and that the brand meets the consumer target proﬁle.

The HMT Creative Process

The Basic Principles That We Always Apply

1. Design

DRIVEN BY POSITIONING

Thanks to HMTs long history of being a global brand
positioning agency specialising in food and health categories, we have deep experience in a narrow ﬁeld. With
special competences and a well established toolkit,
based on university and consumer research, we connect
brand strategy to brand design in a step by step process
that includes naming as a vital positioning component.

The Green Dairy
Brandmark

2. Pushing PURPOSE

Your purpose fuels the brand identity and the
creative work begins and ends with the purpose.
Starting a branding process with a clearly deﬁned
purpose will enable the founder or management of
a company to get their mission through, from
visual design cues on pack to brand narrative and
messaging.

HMT CREATIVE | PROCESS

3. Health codes PACKTALK

The FourFactors® Packtalk brings the key success
factors for consumer choice from concept development onto your packaging with the right design codes,
visual cues and semiotics. The Need of the Product
and the Understanding of the Beneﬁt must be
balanced with the Acceptance of Ingredients and the
Trust of the Brand.

4. Brand NARRATIVES

With our set of Brand Narratives, we can make sure that
the brand story telling can be translated from purpose and
positioning and to text and images and applied from website to packaging with all necessary components to encode
the key messages to target consumer proﬁle.

Are you the next game-changer brand?
Contact HMT Creative: Felicia @ thehmt.com
See all HMT Creative work at www.thehmt.com/hmt-creative
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